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Abstract 

In the fast 3D shape measurement of complex objects, the process of phase unwrapping 

affects the measurement accuracy and measurement speed. To omit phase unwrapping, a fast 3D 

shape measurement method is proposed based on S-transform profilometry and sub-pixel 

refinement. In this work, Deformed fringe pattern is analyzed based on S-transform to get 

wrapped phase. To reduce the effect of phase unwrapping, a stereo vision system is employed. 

Firstly, a deformed fringe pattern is directly used and a hybrid function is proposed to get an initial 

parallax. Secondly, a phase slope algorithm is proposed to confirm edge point. At last, sub-pixel 

parallax is refined from x coordinate. Experiments are carried out to verify the feasibility and 

advantage of the proposed method. Results verify that the proposed method can provide fast and 

accurate 3D shape measurement of complex objects, especially for discontinuous objects and 

shiny objects. 

Keywords: Fringe analysis, 3D measurement, S-transform, sub-pixel refinement 

Introduction 

Optical 3D shape measurement technology based on structured light has been widely used in 

quality inspection, 3D measurement, reverse engineering, medicine, and depth sensing[1]. In order 

to obtain accurate 3D shape measurement results, a lot of technologies have been researched. 

Based on the frames of structured light, the relative technologies are divided into two basic 

categories: multi-frame fringe analysis techniques[2-4] and single-frame fringe analysis 

techniques[5-8]. In general, it is significant to carry out fast 3D measurement with fewer fringe 

patterns[7]. Single-frame fringe analysis techniques only need one frame of fringe pattern to 

extract phase information so it is more suitable to high speed measurement. It mainly contains 

Fourier Transform profilometry (FTP) [9-11], Windowed Fourier Transform profilometry(WFTP) 

[12-14], Wavelet Transform profilometry (WTP) [15-18] and S-Transform profilometry 

(STP)[19-22]. However, there are still shortcomings for these methods. 

FTP [9] proposed by Takeda and Mutoh in 1982, is one of the most popular methods for 

phase retrieval from a single fringe pattern. It is more appropriate for processing the stationary 

signals rather than non stationary signals because of the lost of spatial information. A large degree 

of errors will arise when the first harmonic overlaps other higher order harmonics and the zero 

spectrum. WFTP [12]makes an analysis of a fringe pattern by a size-fixed window so it can not get 

accurate results of the tested surface with sharp change. The WTP[16] calculates the correlation 

between the deformed fringe pattern and the wavelets with the different dilation values to extract 

the phase. In the wavelet transform, the scale factor instead of the frequency concept is employed 



to analyze the fringe pattern. But it has no direct relationship with the Fourier transform spectra.  

Based on the conclusion from reference[21], S-Transform method can be regarded as an extension 

to the ideas of the WFT and the WT method, which gives consideration to both local frequency 

concept of WFT and the multi-resolution strategy of WT. It mainly contains one dimensional STM 

(1D-STM) and two dimensional STM (2D-STM). Compared with 1D-STM, 2D-STM can analyze 

the whole fringe in x and y two directions and it has higher measurement speed[22].  

Phase unwrapping is another aspect which affects the measurement speed. Traditionally, 

absolute phase is obtained based on temporal or spatial phase unwrapping[23]. Temporal phase 

unwrapping need multiple frames to get absolute phase which will increase the computation 

complexity. Spatial phase unwrapping process is a process of integral accumulation point by point 

scanning which will make error spread backward. Recently, because of the reduced costs of 

hardware and the desired high measurement speeds, stereo vision system in used in the phase 

unwrapping[24-26]. Instead of capturing additional images, this type of phase unwrapping method 

determines absolute fringe order using the additional geometric constraints. However, these 

methods focus on the absolute phase unwrapping and they always need absolute phase to find the 

corresponding points between dual cameras. In practice, the process of phase unwrapping will also 

increase measurement time. In our previous reference[27], we research the high-speed 3D shape 

measurement using wrapped phase. However, complex objects will affect the intensity of 

deformed fringe patterns and the accuracy of wrapped phase will be reduced, especially for 

discontiuous objects and shiny objects.  

To overcome these shortcomings, this paper proposes a fast 3D shape measurement 

combining S-transform profilometry and sub-pixel refinement. To obtain the accurate wrapped 

phase, deformed fringe pattern is analyzed based on the principle of 2D-STM. To increase 

measurement accuracy and measurement speed, a stereo vision system is employed in this work. 

Firstly, deformed fringe patterns are directly used to calculate initial parallax and a hybrid function 

is proposed to find the best point. Secondly, a slope algorithm is proposed to confirm phase value 

from edge points. Thirdly, sub-pixel refinement is proposed to obtain the accurate parallax. Based 

on the new parallax and calibration parameters from stereo vision system, 3D shape can be 

obtained. This paper mainly includes following creative points: 

1)  A hybrid function combing intensity and phase is proposed to find the best point. 

2)  A slope of phase value algorithm is proposed to confirm edge points. 

3)  A sub-pixel parallax refinement algorithm is proposed to get accurate parallax.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Methods section introduces the the principle of 

S-transform profilometry and the principle of wrapped phase matching. Numerical experiments 

and results analysis are given in the Results and Discussion section. The last section concludes this 

paper. 

Methods 

A. Principle of 2D-STM 

Based on the theory from reference[22], the 2D STM of input signal ( )yxt , can be expressed 

as: 
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Where ( ), , ,
u v

S u v f f is a four-dimensional matrix. It represents the local spectrum of ( ),u v . 

u
f and

v
f  are instantaneous frequency parameters . u and v decide the center coordinates of Gauss 

windows. 
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So Eq. (1) can also be expressed in the convolution form: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),, , , , , exp 2
u vu v f f u vS u v f f t u v g u v i f u f v =   − +             (3) 

Where  denotes a two-dimensional convolution. 2D Fourier spectrum of input image 

( ),t x y can be obtained by calculating the average of 2D STM spectra, which can be expressed as : 

( ) ( ), , , ,
u v u v
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=                         (4) 

Based on the convolution theorem, Eq.(1) can be expressed in frequency domain as: 
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Where 1 and 2 are frequency variables. ( )1 2,
u v

T f f + + is the Fourier spectrum of 

( ) ( ), exp 2 u vt x y i f x f y− +   . Eq.(5)can be regarded as an inverse Fourier transform of the 

product of ( )1 2,
u v

T f f + + multiplied by a low pass Gaussian filter with the frequency u
f and 

v
f . Eq.(5) shows that coefficients of 2D STM can be calculated via fast Fourier transform. 

For optical 3D shape measurement, a sinusoidal fringe pattern is projected onto the tested object 

and a deformed fringe pattern can be expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , cos 2 ,hu hvh x y a x y b x y f x f y x y = + + +              
(6) 

Where ( ),a x y , ( ),b x y are the background intensity and the fringe modulation amplitude, 

respectively. hu
f and hv

f represent the carrier frequencies in x and y directions respectively. ( ),x y  

and ( )0 ,x y are phase modulation from the tested object and original phase modulation from the 



reference plane respectively. The difference ( ) ( ) ( )0, , ,x y x y x y   = − is the core phase 

distribution caused by the height variation of the measured object. Employing the relationship between 

the cosine function and the complex exponent function: 

( ) ( ) ( )cos exp 2 exp 2x jx jx= + −                     (7) 

Eq.(6) can be expressed as : 
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The phase extraction procedure is similar to that of the wavelet transform. Based on the Eqs.(3) and 

(5) , the 2D coefficient of the fringe pattern can be expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 2, , , , , , + , , , + , , ,
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obtained. Because 0 0S  and 2 0S  , then 1S can be regard as “ridge” value. The phase 

( ), , ,
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Then wrapped phase can be obtained as: 
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Based on the above theory, the whole fringe pattern is processed. Then the wrapped phase 

map can be obtained.  

B. The principle of wrapped phase matching 

(a) The scheme of phase matching 
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Fig.1 The scheme of the proposed method 

The scheme of phase matching is shown in Fig.1. It mainly includes three steps: (1) initial 

wrapped phase matching; (2) edge point confirmation; (3) sub-pixel parallax refinement. 

Step1. Initial wrapped phase matching. Deformed fringe patterns from left camera and right 

camera are directly used to calculate initial parallax and wrapped phase. And a hybrid function is 

proposed to implement initial wrapped phase matching. 

Step2. Edge point confirmation. The phase value of edge point is or - so it is difficult to 

find the matching point. A slope algorithm is proposed to detect edge point.   

Step3. Sub-pixel parallax refinement. Sub-pixel coordinate is used to increase matching 

accuracy. Three situations are considered. Once the stereo vision system is calibrated, the height 

of object can be calculated. 

(b)  Initial wrapped phase matching 

The meaning of initial wrapped phase matching is to find corresponding points between two 

wrapped phases. 

First, an initial parallax is calculated. As a passive three-dimensional measurement method, 

stereo vision is a mature technology to get 3D information[24]. However, the accuracy may be 

affected by object texture[26]. Because structure light increases texture information, deformed 

fringe pattern is directly used to get corresponding points. Then the parallax p of the stereo vision 

system is calculated. If there is a point ( )lll yxp , in the left camera and the corresponding 

point ( )rrr yxp , in the right camera, the x coordinate correlation between two points is 

rl xxp −= . As a new constraint, initial parallax p can be used in the wrapped phase matching. 

Secondly, initial wrapped phase is matched based on parallax p . If the phase value of 

( )lll yxp , and ( )rrr yxp , can be respectively represented as ( )lll yxphase , and 

( )rrr yxphase ,
 
, then the corresponding phase in the right camera can be expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( )rrrllllll yxphaseypxphaseyxphase ,,, =+=
              

(13) 



Because parallax p  is an initial value, there are still some false matching points. As shown 

in Fig.2, initial parallax can only reduce most false corresponding points and there are still some 

adjacent points with the same phase value. 

 

Fig.2 The true matching point and false points based on initial wrapped phase matching 

Finally, the true point is found via intensity and phase. Due to complex surface and 

interference, there are similar phases between false points and the true point. The true point and 

false points are defined as candidate points, as shown in Fig.2. Wrapped phase ranges from 

- to  , while intensity ranges from 0 to 255. There is a one-to-one corresponding relation 

between wrapped phase and intensity. Therefore the corresponding point not only has the 

concurrent phase value but also it has the same intensity. In order to solve this problem, a hybrid 

function including intensity and phase is used to get accurate x coordinates of the corresponding 

point, which can be expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )riririlllriririlllril yxIyxIyxyxppS ,,,,, 21 −+−=      (14) 

Where ( )ril ppS , represents the similarity between the point ( )lll yxp , and candidate points 

( )ririri yxp , . i is the ordinal number of candidate points. l and ri are the phase value of basic 

point and i th candidate point. lI and riI are the intensity value of basic point and i th candidate 

point. ril  − and ril II −  respectively represent the phase difference and intensity difference. 

1 and
2 are weighting factors and 121 =+ . Taking two factors into consideration, both 

1 and 
2 are set to 0.5 empirically in this paper. Based on the Eq.(14), the best point 

( )
bestrbestrbestr yxp ___ , should have the least ( )ril ppS , .The wrapped phase value of 

( )
bestrbestrbestr yxp ___ , can be represented as ( )

bestrbestrbestr yx ___ , . Then the new parallax can be 

expressed as bestrlnew xxp _−= . 

However, the phase value on the boundary of wrapped phase is - to  , the coordination 

may the calculated incorrectly. To increase the three-dimensional measurement accuracy, phase 

values of edge points are required to confirmed.  

(c) Edge point confirmation 

For the edge points, there are four kinds of circumstances to be confirmed, as shown in Fig.3. 

Fig.3(a) shows one circumstance where the phase value of 1x is - and the phase value of the 



corresponding point
2x is . To simplify the description, phase correspondence between two 

cameras can be represented as a special format ( ) ,− .Therefore, Fig.3(b)-(d) can be 

respectively represented as ( ) −− , , ( ) −, and ( ) , . Obviously, Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(c) are 

wrong matching. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Fig.3 Edge points correspondence under four kinds of circumstances 

To solve this problem, a slope algorithm referring to adjacent points is proposed. Because 

wrapped phase gradually increases in every period, the left point and right point of the edge point 

on the epipolar line can be used to calculate the slope. As shown in Fig.4, the phase of left point, 

edge point and right point can be respectively represented as ( )
lrlrlr yx ___ , , ( )

ererer yx ___ ,
 

and ( )
rrrrrr yx ___ , . It can be easily found that there are two situations: ( )  =ererer yx ___ ,

 

and ( )  −=ererer yx ___ , . 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig.4 Edge point and adjacent points in the wrapped phase 

Situation 1: ( )  =ererer yx ___ ,  



When the phase value of edge point is , the slope of tangent between lr _ and er _ is 

positive, but the slope value between er _  and rr _
 

are negative, as shown in Fig.4(a). The 

slope of tangent k  in this situation can be expressed as: 
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Situation 1: ( )  −=ererer yx ___ ,  

In contrast, when the phase value of edge point is − ,the slope of tangent between  

lr _ and er _ is negtive,  but the slope value between er _  and rr _
 

are positive, as shown in 

Fig.4(b). The slope of tangent k  in this situation can be expressed as: 
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(18) 

Based on the above analysis, the necessary and sufficient condition of phase value is the 

slope value , then two rules can be drawn for edge point confirmation, as following: 

(a) If ( ) 0, __ erlrk  and ( ) 0, __ rrerk  , the corresponding phase value is  . 

(b) If ( ) 0, __ erlrk  and ( ) 0, __ rrerk  , the corresponding phase value is − . 

(d) Sub-pixel parallax refinement 

To better provide a more accurate matching, sub-pixel parallax refinement is required. The 

aim of sub-pixel correspondence matching is to refine the parallax for accurate matching. 

First, the coordinate of sub-pixel is described. Based on the above analysis, the initial 

corresponding point ( )rrr yxp , and the best corresponding point ( )
bestrbestrbestr yxp ___ , can be 

obtained. If there is a sub-pixel ( )
subrsubrsubr yxp ___ , , it should between above two points. 

Because sub-pixel is used for correspondence refinement, it will have the same phase 

value ( )lll yx , with point ( )lll yxp , . 

Secondly, different cases are considered. Three cases are taken into consideration: 

bestrr xx _ ; bestrr xx _= and bestrr xx _ . 

Case 1: bestrr xx _  



In Case 1, bestrx _ is on the right of 
rx , as shown in Fig.5. In every period, wrapped phase 

value is proportional to the coordinate. So the coordinate of subrx _  can be expressed as: 

( )
rrbestr

rbestr

rl
subr xxxx +−

−
−

= _

_

_ 


               

(19) 

 

Fig.5 bestrx _  is on the right of 
rx  

Case 2: bestrr xx _=  

In Case 2, bestrr xx _=  means the initial corresponding point ( )rrr yxp , coincides with the 

best corresponding point ( )
bestrbestrbestr yxp ___ , , as shown in Fig.6. Then the coordinate of 

subrx _  is equal to bestrx _  which can be expressed as: 

bestrrsubr xxx __ ==
                       

(20) 

 

Fig.6 bestrx _  and 
rx  have the same coordinate 

Case 3: bestrr xx _  

In Case 3, bestrx _  is on the left of 
rx  , as shown in Fig.7. Based on the principle of Case 3. 

Then the coordinate of subrx _  can be expressed as: 

( )
bestrbestrr

bestrr

lr
subr xxxx __

_

_ +−
−
−

=



              

(21) 

 

 

Fig.7 bestrx _  is on the left of 
rx  



 

Finally, the sub-pixel parallax can be obtained based on above analysis, which can be 

expressed as: 

subrlsub xxp _−=
                            

(22) 

Using the sub-pixel parallax subp  and the calibration parameters of stereo vision system, 

the 3D measurement result can be obtained. 

Results and discussion  

In order to verify the feasibility and merits of the proposed method, an optical 3D 

measurement system is developed, as shown in Fig.8. It includes two CCD cameras (Daheng 

MER-500-14U3M/C-L)with a 16 mm focal length lens (Computar M1614-MP) and a projector 

(XGIMI Z6). The camera resolution is 1024 768 pixels and the projector resolution is 800 600 

with 0.49-2.80m projection distance. 

A. Performance of the proposed wrapped phase matching 

To testify the performance of wrapped phase matching, a sculpture ‘Doraemon’ is measured 

and measurement results on the left camera are shown in Fig.8. Because there are three steps in 

the proposed wrapped phase matching algorithm, every step will be tested gradually. Fig.8(a)-(c) 

respectively show the sculpture ‘Doraemon’, the wrapped phase and absolute phase. When only 

initial parallax is used, the measurement result is shown in Fig.8(d). When both initial parallax and 

edge point confirmation are employed in the measurement, the measurement result of sculpture 

‘Doraemon’ is shown in Fig.8(e). When all steps are considered, the three-dimensional 

measurement result is shown in Fig.8(f). The measurement result from Fig.8(d) show that when 

only initial parallax is used, the three-dimensional measurement result is course and there are 

missing points on the edge point. From Fig.8(e), it can be found that the three-dimensional 

measurement is course and the blank lines on the wrapped phase are removed. Comparing Fig.8(d) 

and Fig.8(e) , it verifies that edge point confirmation algorithm can remove blank lines but the 

there are still errors on the depth map. From Fig.8(f), it shows that the proposed method have good 

wrapped phase matching performance . 

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 



   

(d) (e) (f) 

Fig.8 The three-dimensional measurement under different steps 

To better show the performance of the proposed wrapped phase matching. Spatial phase 

unwrapping (SPU), temporal phase unwrapping (TPU) and the proposed method (Proposed) are 

respectively used for the three-dimensional measurement. And the corresponding measurement 

results are shown in from Fig.9(a) to Fig.9(c). To quantify errors and measurement speed, the 

three-dimensional measurement accuracy comparison and the measurement time are respectively 

listed in Table.1 and Table.2. 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig.9 The three-dimensional measurement results comparison among FTP, WFTP and the proposed method 

Table 1. Three-dimensional measurement accuracy comparison among different methods.(Unit:mm) 

Method SPU TPU Proposed 

Maximum error 2.27 1.13 0.83 

Average error 1.31 0.90 0.58 

RMSE 0.97 0.56 0.47 

 

Table 2. Three-dimensional measurement time comparison among different methods.(Unit:s) 

Method SPU TPU Proposed 

Time 1.45 2.99 0.52 

 

B. Three-dimensional measurement of complex objects 

Based on the above system, this paper mainly focuses on two types of complex objects: 

discontinuous objects and reflective object. To compare the measurement accuracy, four types of 

different methods are considered: (1) 1D-STP method with absolute phase matching 

(1D-STP+APM); (2) 1D-STP method with wrapped phase matching(1D-STP+WPM); (3) 2D-STP 

method with absolute phase matching (2D-STP+APM); (4) 2D-STP method with wrapped phase 

matching (Proposed method). 



(1)  Three-dimensional measurement of discontinuous objects 

Based on the proposed method, measurement results of discontinuous objects are shown in 

Fig.10. Fig.10(a) is the measured object and Fig.10(b) is the three-dimensional measurement 

results. From measurement results, it can be easily found the proposed method can implement 

discrete objects measurement. 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig.10 The three-dimensional measurement results of discontinuous objects 

To further compare the measurement results, discontinuous objects are also measured under 

three different conditions. The corresponding zoom-view of white squire in Fig.10(a) are shown in 

Fig.11(a)-(d). From measurement results, it can be found that the proposed method in this paper 

has smoother surface. Besides the the maximum error, average error and RMSE are listed in 

Table.3. By comparing data from Table.3, it can be found that the proposed method has the least 

errors which means the proposed method can acquire the best result compared with other methods. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig.11 The zoom-view of white squire in Fig.13(a) under different methods 

 

Table 3. Measurement RMSE comparison under different conditions.(Unit: mm ) 

Methods Maximum error Average error RMSE 

1D-STP+APM 2.45 1.66 1.38 



1D-STP+WPM 1.31 0.91 0.88 

2D-STP+APM 0.26 0.26 0.27 

Proposed  0.26 0.26 0.27 

 

(2)  Shiny objects measurement 

In our previous research[27], phase shifting profilometry with wrapped phase matching 

(PSP+WP) is proposed. However the measurement result of shiny object is easily affected. To 

show the advantage of the proposed method in this paper, two kinds of shiny object are measured: 

specular reflection object and diffuse reflection object. The measurement results of specular 

reflection object are shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13 respectively. Fig.12(a) is the specular reflection 

object. Based on PSP+WP and the proposed method, Fig.12(b)-(c) show the corresponding 

results . Similarly, the measurement results of diffuse reflection object are shown in Fig.13. 

Fig.13(a) is the diffuse reflection object and Fig.13(b)-(c) show the corresponding measurement 

results from PSP+WP and the proposed method. By comparing results, it can be easily found that 

the proposed method has better measurement results for specular reflection object and diffuse 

reflection object. To out best knowledge, we think that phase is robust to ambient light and 

reflective interference[1]. Because intensity and phase are combined as a hybrid function, the 

proposed method have better performance to measure shiny objects. Besides the edge point is 

detected based on slope algorithm instead of average phase value from reference [33].  Because 

average phase value need more ambient points, the deformed intensity from shiny objects may be 

affected and the accuracy of phase value is reduced. Compared with average phase value, slope 

algorithm need fewer points and it can reduce the effect from intensity . So the proposed method is 

more suitable to measure shiny objects. 

 

 

(a) 

  

(b) (c) 

Fig.12 Specular reflection object measurement results comparison 

 



 

(a) 

  

(b) (c) 

Fig.13 Diffuse reflection object measurement results comparison 

 

Moreover, height RMSE are compared, as shown in Fig 14. Similarly, every column is seen 

as a unit and it is designed as x coordinate. Fig.14(a) is height RMSE comparison of specular 

reflection object between PSP+WP and the proposed method. Fig.14(b) is height RMSE 

comparison of diffuse reflection object between PSP+WP and the proposed method. By 

comparing height RMSE, it can be found that the proposed method has less errors. It means the 

proposed method can get more accurate measurement results compared PSP+WP. 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig.14 The height RMSE comparison between PSP+WP and the proposed method 

To further compare the measurement time and measurement accuracy, the same shiny objects 

are measured and under different conditions: (1) 1D-STP+APM;(2) 1D-STP+WPM;(3) 

2D-STP+APM; (4) Proposed. The measurement time comparison and measurement RMSE 

comparison are listed in Table.4 and Table.5 respectively. 

 

Table 4. Measurement time comparison under different conditions.(Unit: s) 

Object 1D-STP+APM 1D-STP+WPM 2D-STP+APM Proposed method 

Specular reflection object 2.75 2.38 1.93 0.87 

Diffuse reflection object 2.74 2.38 1.92 0.85 

 



Table 5. Measurement RMSE comparison under different conditions.(Unit: mm ) 

Object 1D-STP+APM 1D-STP+WPM 2D-STP+APM Proposed method 

Specular reflection object 0.89 0.87 0.23 0.23 

Diffuse reflection object 0.86 0.87 0.22 0.22 

 

From Table.4, the proposed method (2D-STP+WPM) has the least measurement time than 

other methods. Moreover, it can be found that 1D-STP+APM need more measurement time than  

1D-STP+WPM. Similarly, 2D-STP+APM need more time than 2D-STP+WPM. For the same STP, 

APM need more measurement time than WPM, which means the proposed method can reduce 

measurement time effectively. Besides it can also be found that 2D-STP has less measurement 

time than 1D-STP. Further, the measurement RMSE under different conditions are also compared. 

In Table.5, the proposed method has the least RMSE which means the proposed method can obtain 

the most accurate measurement results. When 2D-STP is used, the measurement accuracy from AP 

is close to that from WPM. In contrast, both 1D-STP+APM and 1D-STP+WPM reduce 

measurement accuracy. It verifies that 2D-STP has better anti-noise ability. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, a three-dimensional measurement method is proposed based on 2D S-Transform and 

sub-pixel parallax. Considering the measurement speed and accuracy, the three-dimensional 

measurement is divided into two affecting factors: wrapped phase extraction and the process of phase 

unwrapping. Wrapped phase is extracted based on 2D S-Transform. To omit the phase unwrapping 

process, a kind of sub-pixel refinement method is proposed based on stereo vision system. The 

wrapped phase can be seen as a kind of texture information. Instead of acquiring three-dimensional 

measurement results from absolute phase, the mature stereo vision system is used to calculate the 

three-dimensional information. From experimental results, the proposed method are verified the 

performance and the feasibility. By comparing with spatial phase unwrapping method and temporal 

phase unwrapping method, the proposed method are more suitable to acquire accurate 

three-dimensional results of complicated objects with high speed, especially for discontinuous objects 

and shiny objects. 
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Figures

Figure 1

The scheme of the proposed method

Figure 2

The true matching point and false points based on initial wrapped phase matching



Figure 3

Edge points correspondence under four kinds of circumstances



Figure 4

Edge point and adjacent points in the wrapped phase

Figure 5

Xr_best is on the right of Xr

Figure 6

Xr_best and Xr have the same coordinate



Figure 7

Xr_best is on the left of Xr

Figure 8

The three-dimensional measurement under different steps



Figure 9

The three-dimensional measurement results comparison among FTP, WFTP and the proposed method

Figure 10

The three-dimensional measurement results of discontinuous objects



Figure 11

The zoom-view of white squire in Fig.13(a) under different methods



Figure 12

Specular re�ection object measurement results comparison



Figure 13

Diffuse re�ection object measurement results comparison



Figure 14

The height RMSE comparison between PSP+WP and the proposed method


